We investigated particularly the proactive nature of the visual-motor system by steady and transient experiments of a hand-tracking task, and confirmed that the hand-motion precedes on the average the target-motion in steady runs within a finite frequency range of the sinusoidal target-motion. The question why and how much the hand-motion should precede was answered by frequency-jump experiments. The results implied that the positive phase-shift of the hand-motion represents the proactive nature of the visual-motor control system which is adaptationally developed for each person to minimize the transient error of the hand-motion when the target-motion changes unexpectedly.
How can human as well as other animals respond to constantly changing environment in spite of inevitable time-delay [1, 2] required for processing and transferring information in sensory-motor system? It is widely believed that a predictive mechanism should exist in order to compensate this delay or to generate appropriate behavior [3] . In relation to the predictive function for compensating the delay in visual-motor system, a number of psychophysical studies on hand/eye-tracking behavior have been carried out by using a variety of stimuli, including simple harmonic frequency [1, 4] , pseudorandom [5, 6] , square waves [7] and 2-D complex [8] .
The study of the phase-relation in continuous hand/eye-movements is important for understanding the strategy of catching moving objects such as preys [9] by the predictive mechanism of sensory-motor system. However, systematic and consistent phase-lead in a finite frequency range has not been reported in single sinusoidal hand/eye-tracking experiments [1, 4] , in which a phaseshift between the hand-motion and the target-motion was clearly defined in comparison to the other experiments. This should be contrasted to the discrete synchronization tasks where it was reported that the subject's motion precedes the rhythmic pulsative stimuli not only in visualmotor control system [10] but also in auditory-motor control system [11, 12] . Although their experimental results are important findings, they have not given quantitative explanation what the amount of the precedence meant.
The purpose of the present paper is not only to clarify the phase-relation of the hand-motion with respect to the continuous target-motion in hand-tracking experiments, but also to answer in what case, to what extent and why the phase of the hand-motion is advanced with respect to that of the target-motion. Here we report experimental results that the hand-motion in steady motion runs does precede the target-motion statistically over a finite frequency range, and furthermore, that the mean value of precedence in steady runs corresponds to the optimal value for minimizing transient error of the hand when the target-motion changes unexpectedly.
Eight male subjects (22-26 years old) participated in the present hand-tracking experiments. A subject was seated at 50 cm in front of a computer screen (1024×768 pixels resolution; 17-inch display), and was asked to trace a moving visual target (a red closed circle of 6mm diameter) as accurate as possible by the motion of a cursor (a white open circle of 6mm diameter) in the screen produced by hand-motion through a mechanical computer mouse. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of the sampled trace of the hand-motion for the constant target-frequency 0.8 Hz (sampling time = 20 ms). The hand-motion fluctuates around the trajectory of the target, that is, the hand-motion sometimes advances and sometimes delays with respect to the target-motion. Fig. 1(b) shows an example of histogram of a subject for the number of sampled events with various phase-shifts sorted with bin size 0.03 rad for five targetfrequencies. The curves of the histogram were analyzed by a least-squares fitting for gaussian curves with three parameters (mean value, standard deviation and amplitude). It was found that all the histograms observed for each target-frequency and for each subject follow welldefined gaussian distribution with determination coefficients r 2 > 0.92 and that the mean value can be defined with statistical significance, even when the standard deviation is greater than the mean value. Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) show the frequency dependence of the mean value of the phase-shift and the standard deviation averaged over the calculated values of all the subjects. As shown in Fig. 1 (c) the mean value of the phase-shift of the handmotion from the target-motion is nearly zero in the frequency range (0< f <0.5 Hz). It is undoubtedly positive and increases with increasing frequency in the frequency range (0.5< f <1.5 Hz), that is, the hand-motion on the average precedes the target-motion with statistical significance, then it abruptly decreases in the frequency range (f >1.5 Hz).
The standard deviation increases almost linearly with increasing frequency in all the frequency range investigated in Fig. 1(d) , and when the value of the standard deviation is converted from the phase to the time scale, the standard deviation is close to 25 ms almost independent of the target-frequency, except for the low frequency range (f <0.5 Hz) where the standard deviation increases with decreasing frequency [13] .
The present experimental results of constant frequency task suggested that the hand-motion is controlled with a phase preceding to the target-motion consistently in a finite frequency range. If the predictive ability is necessary only to compensate the delay of signal processing in human sensory-motor system, the smaller the phase-shift is in steady motion runs, the better the control would be functioning. However, what we observed was not limited to compensation of the delay. A question, therefore, would arise why the phase of the human hand-motion statistically precedes that of the target-motion as shown in the present experiments. We were led to think that the answer to this question may be obtained by asking what would be the best strategy of the human visualmotor control system for minimizing the error of the hand-motion in tracking the unpredictably varying motion of the target in the real world, when the response of the control system is slow and at best comparable with the characteristic time of the target-motion.
To clarify this point we designed a transient experiment, in which the frequency of target-motion is suddenly changed to other values at an unknown time to the subject. The frequency-shift was chosen randomly from six values (±0.1 Hz, ±0.2 Hz, ±0.3 Hz). We have measured the average positional error of the hand with respect to the target in a first cycle after the sudden frequency change (FA cycle) for each run. Simultaneously we have measured the phase-shift in the last cycle before the change (LB cycle). The phase-shift of the hand-motion from the target-motion fluctuates from a cycle to the next cycle, as can be seen from the distribution curve in Fig. 1(b) , even when the frequency of the target-motion is fixed. Utilizing this phase fluctuation positively, we could accumulate data of the transient error as a function of the phase-shift just before the frequency-jump, and we could obtain the optimum phase-shift at which the transient error is the smallest.
In Fig.2(a) is shown the transient error of the hand motion during FA cycle and the instantaneous phase shift in LB cycle for all the subjects when the initial frequency was 0.8Hz. The dark circles are mean values for the data taken from all the subjects. Although the curve suggests some evidence for existence of minimum, the evaluation of the phase-shift which corresponds to the minimum transient error is difficult, considering a large value of error-bar.
We realized then that the large value of error bar and the rather flat mean-value curve may be originated by the different characteristics for different subject. Therefore, the data are then analyzed for each subject separately. Fig. 2(b) shows the same relation for a single subject as an example. We observe a parabola-like mean value curve and the minimum may be determined more reasonably. Fig. 3 shows the correlation of all the subjects between the mean phase-shift in constant 0.8 Hz experiments and the phase-shift value in LB cycle correspond- ing to the minimum averaged error in FA cycle. We notice from Fig. 3 that the operating phase of the handmotion in steady tracking task in this target-frequency range is set close to the optimum value for each subject (F 1,7 > 1.8 × 10 −3 , p > 0.96), such that the transient error of the hand-motion is the smallest when a sudden frequency change occurs in the target-motion. The present experimental data clearly indicate that the visual-motor system in human beings may utilize "proactive [14] control" which minimizes future dynamic error by a phaselead operation.
Proactive control is one class of predictive control [3] , but the predictive control is not necessarily proactive. It sometimes works only for compensating the delay caused by transferring signals. As shown in Fig. 1(c) the mean value of the phase-shift stays nearly zero at the low frequency range, and starts increasing at around the targetfrequency 0.5 Hz. This means that in the frequency range less than 0.5 Hz the hand-motion is only controlled by predictive feedback mechanism, because the hand-motion under this control mode may easily catch up the target without significant delay in this frequency range. For the target-frequency greater than 0.5 Hz, the motion control mechanism in brain apparently switches the strategy to proactive control, which minimizes the transient error at the cost of the instantaneous positional accuracy. The critical frequency 0.5 Hz observed in the present continuous hand-tracking experiments coincides with that observed by Engström et al. [10] as the transition frequency from reactive to anticipatory motions in the synchronization task to the pulsative optical stimuli. This frequency observed in two different paradigms should reflect a fundamental frequency in the mechanism of sensory-motor control system.
There have been a fair amount of experimental [15] and theoretical [16] literature which investigated response of the systems with intrinsic and externally input delay and noise to understand human sensory-motor systems. However, fewer investigations [10, 12, 17] were carried out on the mechanism of phase-shift of tracking or tapping motions. Here, we investigated phase-shift and transient characteristics in a delayed feedforward model [18] , Eq.
(1), which is a modification from previous work [1] .
. (1) Here T represents the coordinate of the target. X and Y represents respectively the cognitive coordinate and real space coordinate of the hand-position. τ 1 and τ 2 are the time constants of the sensory-motor system, and δ and ξ are the delay time of the signal transport, which are typically 50 to 100 ms. γ represents relative contribution of the speed information to the positional error information of the target to recognition in the visual system. We found that most of the experimentally observed features were reproduced including the good correlation of the steady phase-shift and optimum phase for transient error shown in Fig.4 with only one adjustable parameter γ. The discrepancy of the steady phase-shift between the experimental values ( Fig. 1) and the model (open diamond in Fig. 4 ) at low target-frequency could be dissolved by introducing a nonlinear term [19] into Eq. (1).
We have experimentally clarified the following three points in this paper; 1) Human visual-motor system operates by phase-lead control, which should be called "proactive control" in a certain frequency range.
2) The value of the phase-lead is slightly different from a person to the other. 3) Nevertheless, the operation point of the phase-lead control of each person is set to the optimum value at which the transient error in the hand-motion is minimum in case of sudden change of the target-motion (a minimization principle of dynamic error at a cost of phase-shift in steady motion). The result implies that there is a universal design rule in visual-motor system to minimize this dynamic error, in spite of the fact that the visual-motor control system of each person has different characters and functions.
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